In this paper we show that for a locally compact group G the ideal L°(G) = {f\f e L](G),ff = 0} of Ll(G) has multiple approximate units belonging to the center of L°(G) iff G has a basis of invariant neighbourhoods of 1 and if all conjugacy classes of G are precompact, or, equivalently, the group of inner automorphisms is precompact in the group of all topological automorphisms. In a sense this is part of the problem to characterize certain classes of groups by properties of the group algebra.
Analogously to the papers of Reiter [7] and Mosak [5] we will characterize the class [FIA] ~ by the existence of approximate units in a certain ideal of the group algebra. The class [FIA] ~ consists of all groups such that the group of inner automorphisms is precompact in the group of all continuous automorphisms (see [1, p. 2 
]). It is known that [FIA]~ = [FC]~ n [SIN], where [SIN]
is the class of all groups having a basis of neighbourhoods of 1 invariant under all inner automorphisms, and [FC] ~ is the class consisting of all groups such that every conjugacy class is precompact (see [2, p. 325, Theorem 4.1]).
In [8] Reiter shows the following theorem:
(1) A locally compact group G has the property P, (this property is equivalent to the amenability of G) iff the ideal L°(G) consisting of all functions / such that/ G L'(G) and f/ = 0, has multiple, approximate, left units (i.e. there exists a net iua)aeA such that limawa*/ = / for every f S 19(G)).
In [5] 
(ii) L iG) has multiple, approximate units belonging to the center of L°iG).
Remark. Every abelian or compact and, more generally, every central group is an [FL4]~-group. (b) =* (c). Denote by B the set of all pairs (K, e) with K compact and e > 0. B is filtering with respect to the relation <, where (K,e) < (K',e') means K G K' and e' < e. Now for each ß G B there exists an sKe such that ll-^yJJt,f _ JA:,elli <L e, y G K. Taking Wß = sKe, we see by [7, p. 113, Lemma] that Wß belongs to the center of LX(G) and that every / E L°(G) satisfies limßf * wß = 0.
(c) ■* (a). Since the center of LX(G) is not trivial (wß ¥= 0), there exists a compact, invariant neighbourhood U of the identity (see [5] ). Set g = mG(U) xu'' ll follows that Vß = Wß * g is a continuous, central function vanishing at infinity. i.e. iuatß)asA,ßeB 's tne desired approximate unit.
(ii) => (i). First we show that G G [S/JV]. Let / belong to the center of L°iG). We want to show that/ * g = g * /holds for every g G LxiG), i.e. fis in the center of LxiG). We assume that J*g = 1. Let ivß)ßBB he a bounded, multiple, approximate, two-sided unit in LxiG) with f Vß = X, ß G B. Hence we obtain f*g-g*f= lim/* ig-Vß)-Ximig-vß) *f +Ximf* vß-Ximvß*f = 0, because g -Vß belongs to L°iG), ß G B. This fact implies that [u } is contained in the center of Ü (G ). Next we observe that the operator on L (G ) of left translation by x cannot reduce to the identity on («"} (otherwise Lxf = /holds for any/ G L°iG); a trivial modification of the proof in [5, p. 615] shows that this is a contradiction). Now one can imitate step by step the proof of [5] . Therefore G G 
